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	Best price guarantee
	Extended spa access
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	Access to all room types
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                        Pennyhill Park

                    

                                    
                        As you head down the tree-lined drive at Pennyhill Park you know a change is coming. In you. For you. Sitting amongst 120 acres of parkland, Pennyhill Park in Bagshot is Surrey’s most luxurious spa and hotel retreat, offering the ultimate reset button. 

We’ve got 124 bedrooms, each tastefully designed and complete with standout bathrooms (think double bathtubs, horizontal showers and even an eight-person Jacuzzi!). Our award-winning spa is vast and has the best of the best for you to explore: with over 20 spa experiences, innovative treatments and all the little luxuries perfect for escaping the stresses of normal life.

Not to mention first class food experiences. Hillfield, our farm-to-fork restaurant and bar offers a hyperlocal seasonal menu. Themis is an extra dose of wellbeing in the spa. And for something that’ll really get those tastebuds talking, we’ve got Latymer, our fine dining Michelin-starred restaurant in the oldest and - dare we say it - most charming part of the house. Refined yet creative, this is dinner like you’ve never experienced before (we can guarantee you’ll still be thinking about our surprise tasting menus long after your visit).

So whether your soul needs soothing, tastebuds need tantilising, or your body and brain needs challenging, Pennyhill Park can unlock it all. Come to indulge in the best, be at your best, realise your potential, and we’ll take care of the rest.
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                                Limited summer offer

                                Book ahead for summer and enjoy a night on us when you stay three nights. Perfect if you're looking for a relaxing spa break with exceptional dining options with your partner. Or want to head out and about to explore the area, like Windsor or the Ascot races. 

                                3 for 2 offer
                            

                        


                    

                    

                            
                                

                                
 
                                
                                    Indulge in Surrey's best

                                    Discover the flavour of refinement in our multi award-winning restaurant, Latymer, run by Head Chef Steve Smith. Awarded a Michelin star and 5 AA Rosettes - the only restaurant on Surrey to be awarded this accolade and one of only 18 in the UK. Exquisite tasting menus for lunch and dinner, this is a dining experience that simply cannot be missed.
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                                    Pro-Sleep Spa Retreat

                                    Reset your body clock this winter and discover what great sleep is all about with our Pro-Sleep Spa Retreat. Including a lengthy 80 minute Tranquillity Pro-Sleep Ceremony treatment for you and your lucky companion, a sleep gift for use in your room and to take home and of course your luxurious stay in a room of your choice.
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                                Pennyhill Park Membership

                                So much more than membership, Pennyhill Park becomes your second home. A place where you can achieve your fitness goals, look after your wellbeing, get work done in a variety of environments and treat yourself to your favourite tipple at the end of the day...want to know more?
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                                Sunday Feast

                                Get your favourite people together and spend some quality time enjoying quality food. With a delicious three courses, not to mention an extensive buffet of starters & desserts, this is what Sunday's are meant to be about.

                                Hillfield Sunday Lunch
                            

                        


                    


    







    
            
                Share the love #pennyhillpark @pennyhill_park
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Sign up for the latest news and offers from Exclusive
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